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WAIMANALO CORE DEVELOPMENT
STAGE 1, UNIT 1-A
LOT 120

Waimanalo, Koolaupoko, Oahu, Hawaii

Being portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Waimanalo

Beginning at the northwest corner of this lot, the northeast corner of Lot 119 of the Waimanalo Core Development, Stage 1, Unit 1-A, and on the south side of Kalaniaole Highway, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "WAIMANALO RIDGE" being 2,079.58 feet South and 3,454.62 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map 4126, thence running by azimuths measured clockwise from True South:

1. 279° 05' 17.00 feet along the south side of Kalaniaole Highway;
2. 48° 14' 30" 26.92 feet along Lot 139, as shown on Map 4 of Land Court Application 1569;
3. 189° 05' 20.87 feet along Lot 119 of the Waimanalo Core Development, Stage 1, Unit 1-A, to the point of beginning and containing an Area of 177 Square Feet.
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